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ON HARDY'S INEQUALITY IN WEIGHTED REARRANGEMENT

INVARIANT SPACES AND APPLICATIONS. II

LECH MALIGRANDA

Abstract. This note is a sequel to the preceding one with the same title published in

these Proceedings. The contents of the first paper are assumed to be known.

References are in alphabetical order in each paper, but they, as well as the theorems,

are numbered consecutively.

We shall now apply our results to imbedding theorems for weighted Sobolev

spaces and interpolation theorems.

1. Under the hypotheses of Theorems 1 or 2, we have for every absolutely

continuous function x defined in / = (0, /) such that

x(Q+ ) = lim x(t) = 0,        k,(/)x'(0 G E,

the following inequality holds:

(24) \\x\\Ekoi*ZC\\x'\\e^,

where k0(0 = k(OW)]"1 and k,(0 = /k(/)[^(í)]_1 or icíOWíOl""1- Hence

(25) ||jell£    <c(||jc||£    +l|je'||£    ) = :C||x||„.   .

2. A pair of quasi-Banach spaces (X0, A",) continuously embedded in some

Hausdorff topological vector space % is called a quasi-Banach couple. The sum of

X0 and A",, denoted by X0 + A",, is the set of all x = x0 + jc,, with jc, G X¡, i = 0,1.

For each x G XQ + X¡, we define the Peetre /^-functional for jc by

(26) K(t,x)=K{t,x;X0,X,)=        inf        (||x0|| x + t\\x, \\x).
X~ X0 + X]

The K method generates interpolation spaces (see [22, Chapter 3]) by applying

function quasi-norms $ to K(t, jc). For example, if 0 <p < oo and/: R+ -> R+ is a

continuous nondecreasing function such that 0 <px(f) < qx(f) < 1, then let us

denote by (X0, X^)f   K the set of all x G X0 + A", for which

(27) |U,W=|/o-(^Eij'<lf/ip<00

(see [24,p. 294]). In the sequel we write (X0, Xx)8p.K instead of (X0, A",),«p.K.
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ForO < 6 < 0' < 1 and* G (X0, Xx)exK + (X0, Xx)e,XK, we define

(28) Kl\t,x)=Kl\t,x;XQ,Xx)

= K(t, a; (X0, Xx)e X.K,(X0, XX)B, X.K)

and

(29)       (Ao, XX)9.K. = {xG(X0, Xx)ex.K+(X0, XX)„,MK;

\\x\\9.Kf = <b(K2'(t,x))<oo}.

2a. We shall show that the space Efp, which by definition consists of all (class of)

measurable functions on (0,1) for which the norm

/(!/(! - log 0)
x**(t)

dt

t{\-logt)

Wp

(30)    \\x\\f,p=f\*{t)dt + jjf1

is finite, coincides with the interpolation space (L1, Llog+ L)f pK.

Theorem 3 (Bennett [2, Theorem 8. 1]—for/(0 = te,0 < 0 < 1). Let 1 <p < oo

and0<a< tf\t)/f{t) <b<l. Then

(Lx,Llog+ L)f,p,K = EfiP

holds with equivalent norms.

Proof. As in [2] we have

}f'[(l -log 0/(1/(1 -log t)y] ftxx**(s) ds]P dt
l/>

l*»/.,;*<2 i(l-log0

+f(2-r'U[\(-^gt)-lf¡lx**(s)ds edt\

+ (f~f(t)-pdt/t)VPf\*(s)ds

We use the Hardy inequality (23) to obtain the estimate

/,+/2 + /3.

, „  \f¿[tf(i/(i-iogt)ylx**(t)]pdt

y'^C [/(l-log/)]

i/p

The rest of the proof is the same as in [2, Theorem 8.1] and need not be repeated

here.

2b. We consider L(<p,, q¡), i = 0,1, spaces on (0, oo) (see Example 2). We assume

that

(31)

t a«Pi(0 increases for some a > 0,

l(0 = «PoíO/ViíO is increasing from 0 to oo,

t~b7)(t) increases for some b > 0.
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Theorem 4. Suppose that r.i. space E on (0, oo) has Fatou norm or ßx(E) < I. Let

<p0, en, be as given in above and let tr'(t) « t(0 (t—function from Example 1). //

•(A) = IIA(n(/)r-')/*(i 'V" ,(t) = vo(ty-\l(ty,

?"(%■ ° T-1) < «"(£) < 0°W <Px(<Pe ° T-'),(32)

i/te«

(33) (L(90,g0), L(<p,,i,))#;Äf = £{*)-t

vv/'/i equivalent quasi-norms.

Proof. From Theorem 2.1 of Holmstedt [26] (see also [22, p. 52]) and Theorem 4.2

of Torchinsky [32] it follows that

<pe(t)x*(t) < C f'VVo ° »f'C«)** ° f'(") ¿«A
■'o

¿m/h
•'o

ri(0

sup     <¡p0(í)x*(í)

0<i«T)"1(")

c¡y «-,ii*%.,-i(ll)] ii■«„.«,>*/«
•'o

C r(nu-eK(u, x) du/u < CKt\i\(tf~', x)
Ja

and

*/'(i|(0''-', *) < CrU)u-eK(u, jc) d«/« + Cr,(0"'_S i" tt-'^í«, jc) <fc/ii
y •'»KO

«S C f" M"* ll**X(0,,-'(U)]ll K,0.l) V"
•'o

+ cf%|-fl||<P,x*x1,-Woo)ll,;„>A
■'o

+ Ctj(0* '"'/   «-''l|jc*Xfl, -1(U)]||L(    „£Äi/ii
■'»1(0

+ Cr,(t)e~eí    "1"S'll<P1^*X[,-'(M),oo)ll¿;-,^"/"
•'l(')

<c%(0{K(p,0**)](0+[íV.(o^*)](0

+K(^*)](o+[ôJô^*)](o}-
Since (32) and />(%) < p(<p0), q(<Px) < <?(<JV) so by Theorem 1 (see Remark 4) we

have

•(*;'<•,*))-II* II e,^,.

In the particular case, <jp,(0 = tx/p', 1 </>0 </?, < oo, and t(0 = tr(X/p»~x/p>\

0 < r < oo, Theorem 4 was obtained by Merucci [27, Theorem 1].
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Remark 7. If

Kx(t,x) = K(t,x;(X0,Xx)ex.K,Xx),

K°'(t,x) = K(t,x;X0,(X(),Xx)e,x.K)

and

K0x(t,x) = K(t,x; X0, Xx)

then Theorem 4 holds for 0 < 0 < 0' < 1.

Theorem 5. Suppose that r.i. space E on (0, oo) has Fatou norm or ßx(E) < 1. Let

<p„ ̂, i = 0, 1, tj(0 = <Po(0/<Pi(0,1(0 = WVW0 be as '" (31), Kq,< n < oo,
and let /t'(0 *¥ t(/) (t—function from Example I).

If A G[L(<p„ql),L(ti,r,)],i = 0,1, and

(34) i~(9i°T-,)<a»(£)<j8-(£) </»"(% "ij"1),

rAen    /4  G [£,(*)-., £«(,V],    wAer*    5(0 = I"1 ° 1 ° t_1(0    a"¿   K(0 =

«fo ° fi(0/«Po ° T-'(0-

Proof. Let$(A) = ||A ° tj(0/<Po(OH e, ,-,- Since

c«Po(0**(0 « £(»i(0. *; £(<po, ?o). £(<Pi. ?i))

< c<po(o[^0**(o + ev **(0]

and (34), so by Theorem 1 or Theorem 2 (see Remark 4)

(£(<rV<7o)- L((Pl^l))«J.;^ = £{,*-'■

On the other hand,

«(Ox* » 8(t) *£ K{i o t-»(0. *; ¿(V<o> r0), £.(*„ r,))/<p0 o T-'(í)

<Oc(r)[(P+o**)(*(0)+(ß+1**)(*(r))],

and by Theorem 1,

(L(*),r0),L(^1,r1)),:Jf = £¿,V.

From the interpolation theorem (see [22 or 27, Lemma 1]) we have thus proved our

theorem.

Corollary 5. Let <p,-, ̂,, q¡, r¡, i = 0,1, ij, £ ¿e oí in Theorem 5. Assume that

r(t) = t and E = L(<p,q), where qœ(<px) < pœ(<p) < qx(cp) < px(<p0). If A G

[L(<p„ q,), LU,, r,)], i = 0, 1, then A G [L(<p, q), L(^, q)], where iHO/MO =

<P ° i?"1 °£(0/<Po° f' "£(*)•

Remark 8. In the particular case, if <p,-(0 = tx/p\ 1 </>0 </», < oo, ^,(0 = tx/p'\

1 «s Pq< p\ < oo, then from Corollary 5 we have interpolation theorems of Sharpley

[30], Bennett and Rudnick [21, Theorem B] and Persson [29, Theorem 2.1].

9. The reader will have no difficulty in supplying the proofs of Corollary 5 for the

spaces A(()p, q) because A(<jd, q) = L(<px/q, q).
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10. The above theorems can be proved for Lorentz-Orlicz spaces L(<p, F),

A(<p, F); some generalizations of Corollary 5 are in interesting papers of Torchinsky

[31] and Heinig-Vaughan [25],

2c. In this part we extend the fundamental interpolation theorem of Krein and

Semenov (see [10, Theorem 6.1, p. 175]) and the result of Pavlov [28, Theorem 3] to

weighted r.i. spaces.

Theorem 6. Suppose that r.i. space E on R+ has Fatou norm or ßx(E) < 1. Let tp¡,

\pi, i — 0,1, be positive nondecreasing concave functions on R+ such that

(1) <p0(s)/<px(s) is nondecreasing, <p0(0+ ) = 0;

(2) {<p0(s)/<px(s): s G R+ } C [4>0(s)/\lsx(s): s G R+ }.We assume that a linear

operator A: DA D jE^*' -> L , where p is a positive measurable function on R+ ,

satisfies

,.00

(35) sup^(0(^Jc)**(0<C,/   x*(s)d<p,(s),       i = 0,1.
r>0 J0

If

(36) <,°°(<P,/p) < a°°(E) < ß°°(E)<p«>(<pQ/P)

then A G [£«**, /^g*'], where 8 is a positive measurable solution of equation

(37) ^(ô(0)[^,(ô(/))]"'=<Po(Ok,(0]"'

and

(38) K(t) = ^0(o(0)[<Po(0]"'p(0 = V,(5(0)[(Pl(/)]"1p(0-

Proof. We have (for jc G Am  + Am )

(Ax)**(8(t)) *£ cL(5(0)~' /"**(*) d<p0(s) + ^,(5(0)"' r**(i) d<p,(S)
•'o ■'i

(see [10, p. 176]). Hence,

K(t)(Ax)**(8(t)) < Cp(0[S9oJC*(/) + V*(0]

<Cp(r)[PÇoJc*(0 + Ô^*(0]-

By applying Theorem 1 we have

M* Il eu,.» <C||p/'(pox*||£ + C||pÔ9l**ll£<C||px*||£=C|UII£,.).

Theorem 6 can be applied to generalizations of interpolation theorems, Calderon-

Mitjagin [10, Theorem 6.4] and Marcinkiewicz [9, Theorem 1; 25, Theorem 5] or

Hausdorff-Young theorem for convolution operator [10, Theorem 6.16; 28, Theorem

4] which include weighted r.i. spaces as intermediate classes. The reader will have no

difficulty in extending the results to the case of weighted r.i. spaces.
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